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Dirac's Challenge

“The underlying physical laws necessary for a large part of 
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely 
known, and the difficulty is only that the exact 
applications of these laws lead to equations much too 
complicated to be soluble.”

– Paul Dirac, 1929



  

Dirac's Challenge

● For N electrons, Ψ is a function in 3N 
dimensions

● Exact solution impossible if N > ~5
● Theoretical physics and chemists try to find 

high-accuracy approximate solutions



  

Example Systems



  

Quantum Monte Carlo

● Address high-dimensionality through stochastic sampling

● Exact for bosons, very accurate for fermions (e.g. electrons)

● Computation scales as N3 to N4

● Excellent parallel scalability

● Several methods

– Variational Monte Carlo (VMC)

– Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
– Path integral Monte Carlo (nonzero temperature)

– Auxilliary field Monte Carlo

– Lattice methods
● Solve model problems



  

Variational Monte Carlo

● Write down a parametrized form for 

–

● Sample distribution P(R) = |Ψ(R)|2 with 
Metropolis Monte Carlo

– Propose move r
i
 → r

i
'

– Accept or reject with probability  
● Average energy over distribution, 
● Minimize       with respect to parameters of Ψ



  

Diffusion Monte Carlo

● Start with optimized Ψ from VMC
● Walker = R, point in 3N-dimensional space

– i.e. the positions of all electrons

● Start with population of ~1000 walkers
● Algorithm

– Drift/diffuse:  try to move each electron in each 
walker in sequence

– Branch:  make M copies of each walker, where 



  

DMC Output:  Total Energy



  

Why QMC on GPUs?
● QMC consumes many cycles

– e.g. ~70 million hours on Jaguar last year

– 8k cores 24/7

● It affords many levels for parallelization
– “Natural” Monte Carlo parallelism (walkers)

– Electrons, orbitals, ions, etc.

● MPI communication requirements are low
– Primarily for load balancing

● With GPUs
– Small problems are doable on a workstation

– Large problems are much cheaper



  

Why not QMC on GPUs?

● Many kernels to port
– No single major kernel

– Wave functions take many forms

– Subset of functionality:  
● ~100 CUDA kernels, ~10k lines of kernel code

● Algorithms and data need restructuring
– Need to utilize more parallelism than on CPUs

● Debugging stochastic methods is hard
● No libraries for the kernels we need



  

QMCPACK

● Principal author:  Jeongnim Kim
● Open source C++ code (NCSA license)
● Hybrid OpenMP/MPI programming model

– Scaled to > 200k cores with > 90% efficiency

● Heavy use of template meta-programming
– At least as fast as any comparable code

● Object-oriented style for extensibility



  

Restructuring Algorithms

● Do all walkers in parallel
– Helps provide enough 

threads

– Many threads per walker

– Need ~256 walkers/GPU 
to maximize throughput

● Simple in theory, 
not in practice

● Rewrite all computational 
kernels



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

DMC simulation



  

Computational Kernels

● Wave function and derivatives:
– Ratio, gradient, and Laplacian

– Kernels needed for determinants, J
1
, and J

2

● Potential energy:
– Periodic coulomb interaction

● Part in real-space, part in frequency space

– Pseudopotential interaction



  



  



  



  



  



  

Kernel classes



  

The Trial Wavefunction

electron-nucleus electron-electron

Pauli exclusion



  

Determinant ratios

Determinant ratio computed by dotting with 
corresponding column of the inverse of the orbital 
matrix



  

Electronic orbitals

● Orbital:  general 
function of (x,y,z)

● Represented in a 
linear basis

● N electrons → N/2 
occupied orbitals

● Evaluate all orbitals 
at the same time 
for a single (x,y,z)



  

Evaluating orbitals
● In QMC, we evaluate orbitals at a specific point in space

● Most other methods evaluate integrals over all space directly

● We find 3D cubic B-spline basis is fastest for large systems

– Basis elements are strictly local

– Only 64 elements are nonzero at each point

– Per-orbital evaluation time is independent of system size

1D 2D



  

Evaluating 3D B-splines
● First, evaluate 64 basis elements

–

– 1D functions are piecewise polynomials
● Then, do matrix-vector product with orbital index fastest

● For value only:  2 FLOPS per load:  bandwidth limited, 75 GB/s

● For value, gradient, and Hessian:  20 FLOPS per load 
216 GFLOPS

~256 walkers x



  

Overcoming memory limitations
● 3D B-splines use a lot of memory

– 4GB limits system size

– Spacing defined by smallest feature 
size of orbitals

● Small features are in atomic cores

● Divide space into two regions
– Inside cores:  Use 1D splines times 

spherical harmonics (Y
lm

)

– Outside cores:  use coarse 3D B-spline
● Save more that 10x on memory

● A little slower, but less noise in energy

Uniform B-splines

Hybrid storage



  

Inverse matrices
● Determinant ratios and derivatives use inverse 

of the determinant matrix
● Since only one row changes at a time, we can 

use an update formula

● Requires matrix-vector product, then adding an 
outer product to A-1

● Dominant computation only 1 FLOP per 
load/store → bandwidth limited.

● On CPU, matrices fit in cache, so GPU 
speedup is relatively poor

matvec

outer product



  

Multi-GPU parallelization

● Current model:  1 MPI process per GPU
– Select devices automatically

– Want to change to MPI / OpenMP model to allow 
fast on-node communication

● Main communication is for load balancing
– Fluctuating DMC population creates imbalance

– Transfer walker data point-to-point

– All data is packed in a single buffer in GPU RAM

– Allows efficient transfers and minimizes 
fragmentation



  

Results:  Accuracy

● CPU:  double precision

● GPU:  mixed precision

● Random numbers used in 
different order

● Can only compare answers 
statistically

● No statistically significant 
differences!

● VMC tested to 6 digits



  

Results:  Performance

● Speedup is GPU speed / 
quad-core Xeon speed

● CPU is in double precision,
GPU is in mixed precision

● Optimal throughput with large 
system, many walkers

● Saturates above 256 walkers

– May run out of RAM 1st

● With large system, speed is 
above 15 quad-core 
processors



  

Performance analysis



  

Performance analysis

● Bandwidth limited on CPU and GPU
– Orbital evaluation

– Smaller % of total time on GPU

● Bandwidth limited on GPU, but not CPU
– Determinant update

– Smaller % of total time on CPU

● Compute limited on CPU and GPU
– Jastrow / distance evaluation

– About same % of total time on CPU and GPU



  

Scaling with system size

● Determinant update, inverse: 
O(N3)

● Everything else: O(N2)

● For largest systems, update 
dominates

– Not true for CPU!

– L3 cache saves the day

– Solution:  use delayed 
updates on GPUs

– On synthetic tests, delayed 
updates are 4x to 8x faster



  

Scaling with the number of GPUs

● Higher throughput on GPUs 
puts greater demand on 
interconnect

● Down to 88% efficiency on 
Lincoln at 256 GPUs

● Slightly better on Longhorn?

● PCI-E or IB limited?



  

Future directions

● Enable larger systems to be simulated
– Multi-threaded framework to allow distribution of 

read-only orbital dataset between GPUs on 
same node

– Use Fermi to allow smaller # of walkers / GPU
● Shorten wall time for equilibration
● Launch several kernels in parallel
● Fast atomics to communicate between blocks

● More science!
● More documentation → more users
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Quantum Simulation Methods

● Semi-empirical methods

– Replace true energy operator with parametrized form

– Fast, but little predictive capability
● Ab initio methods

– No free parameters

– Only input is the type and positions of the atoms

– Many flavors, varying in accuracy and computational 
expense



  

Ab initio methods

● Density Functional Theory (DFT)

– Maps 3N-dimensional problem approximately onto
N 3-dimensional problems

– Mapping not exact because electrons repel each other
(correlation)

– Relatively fast  [order(N) to order(N3)]

– Often gives very good results

– Sometimes qualitatively wrong 
(e.g. predicts some insulators to be metals)

– Many functionals, no a priori way to choose



  

Quantum Chemistry Methods

● Expand Ψ in a linear basis

– For exact solution, size of basis ~ exp(N)

– Approximate solutions truncate basis intelligently

– Most accurate method for small molecules

– Can compute many properties of molecules

– Different levels of accuracy:
● CASSCF
● Coupled-cluster

– Too expensive for large systems at high-accuracy
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